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If you come back or visit 
Mexico you can certificate or 

revalidate your knowledge 
and habilities.

Recognition from SEP.
Better salaries.
Better jobs
Labor mobility.
Recognition to your work.
Personal Overcoming.

What do i obtain if i 
certify my competencies?

Contact us:
33 3819 2718, 33 3819 2700

Ext. 25383 & 22539

Write us:
probem.sej@jalisco.gob.mx

Visit us:
Av. Prolongación Alcalde 1351

Edificio B “Torre de Educación”
 Piso 7, col. Miraflores, C.P. 44280

Guadalajara, Jalisco; Mexico.

Call to PROBEMJAL, 
if you have some comments:

“Working for an education
with out borders”



Do you know that you can obtain 
a certificate that validate your 
knowledge?

There are more than 150 standars of 
competence in which migrants can 
certify what they have been learnt in 
foreign countries.

¡You have 
to know!
In Mexico, you can obtain 
aproductive and competitive 
job with good salary, through 
Certificate your knowledge, 
habilities and skills.

What does CONOCER?

¡You must know!
That the Government, 
Employers and Representatives 
of the workers, are part of the 
National Conuncil for 
Normalization and Certification 
Laborals Competentions 
(CONOCER).

In this Council participate: 
Federal,Statal and Municipal 
GovernmentDependencies, 
Public and PrivateEducational 
Institutions,Professional 
Chambers, Bussiness 
Associations and Trade Unions.

Expand the coverage of this 
support at the national level.

Increase

Certification of 
people skills.

Achieve the satisfaction 
of service applicants.

Achieve users satisfaction, 
thathave relationship to the 
elaboration of certificates.

Are you interested? 
¡GET YOUR CERTIFICATION!

The National Council for 
Normalization and Certification 
of Laborals Competentions 
(CONOCER), depend from 
Secretary of Public Education (SEP), 
reconigze and certificate the 
knowledge, skills and habilitites of 
migrants in return, they can obtain 
an official certificate from SEP.

Identify the competence in
which you can be certify.

Enter to www.conocer.gob.mx
and consult the Registry of
Competency (RENEC).

Contact accredited certifiers to
learn about the competency
assessment process.

Go to the Certifying Institution
to start the process.


